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Universal brings The Bourne Identity to Ultra HD Blu-ray both as an individual release, and as a
timed Best Exclusive, together in the Bourne The Ultimate Collection . The individual release comes
as a two-disc combo with a flyer for the Digital HD version, which with Vudu, yielded the Vudu UHD

version, complete with Dolby Vision and Dolby Digital Plus support. The Ultra HD Blu-ray disc is
designated as a BD-66 and has Bourne disc art with a dark background, which is a little bit nicer than
the blue and silver standard Blu-ray. (Not to mention nicer than a flipper disc.) The disc goes straight
to the menu, and the menu features the same video loop as the Blu-ray but in full-frame and without
the old familiar Universal menu design. Julia Stiles. Her character, Nicky Parsons, was about as one-
dimensional and under-utilized as any that appeared in the first two films, but with Marie (Franka
Potente) out of the picture, she gets a bump into leading lady territory, and does a sparkling job
(while the writing surrounding the character is as good as any). Her character arc cleverly pays

homage to the role of Marie in Identity, from the streaks in her hair, to the bobbed dye-job she is
given to conceal herself when her situation goes awry. You can almost see a character connection
between Parsons and Bourne, but seemingly watch it all disappear due to Bourne's knowledge of

what happens to anyone who associates with him, and what almost happened to his newfound ally.
It's a compelling storytelling, to say the least. If there's one thing James Spader makes a habit of, it's
a reflexive series of eyebrow raises when making any sort of bold statement, not to mention winking
at the viewer. But even without those, there's still enough to note about The Bourne Identity that --
should you just love it enough -- the first movie in the series will still likely be of interest to you. The
high-octane action, which could have gotten a little too obvious at times, is balanced out by the slim,

but effective character work.
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I am so excited to welcome Sasha Fierce as
she gets an upgrade in 'Jennifer Lopez: All I

Have' a sequel to 'JLO: In the Zone.' The highly
anticipated project comes from the same

creative team that gave us the reboot of the
'Jillian Michaels: Fit for Life' franchise, 'Jill and
Julia: Jillian Michaels Fitness, Inc.' Jillian shares

her fun-filled fitness adventures to inspire
women to get fit, lose weight and change their
lives. (In Spanish with English subtitles) Finally

caught up on 'Kyle XY'? If not, that is the
perfect time to sit down and watch up to

Season 3 of the ABC family drama. Kyle is a
teen with the ability to talk to and understand

computers, and thus an elite recruit in the
Government's satellite defense project. (In

English with Spanish subtitles) Jason Statham
returns in 'The Mechanic' alongside Robert De
Niro. When Statham's lead character arrives at
a rustic hotel to investigate the murder of his

former best friend (De Niro), he soon discovers
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that the locals have something to hide. (In
English with English subtitles) When one of the

main characters in any sci-fi/action/thriller
gets killed off in a movie, there is usually

much consternation and disbelief. But with the
ingenious way in which George Lazenby was
introduced as James Bond in the seventh and

final entry, you couldn't tell he wasn't 007
right off the bat. (In English with English

subtitles) This new game entry in the
'Lemmings' series of games is an innovative
take on the classic 'Lemmings' concept. The
player must guide a team of Lemmings to

their goal on a small island, by either jumping
or climbing over traps and hills, while enjoying

the hilarity of the alligators and piranhas
trying to get through. (In English with English

subtitles) 5ec8ef588b
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